Seasonal Influence on Moisture Interpretation for Transformer Ageing Assessment
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In this article, moisture in oil and seasonal factors influencing the trend of Kraft paper insulated, mineral oil filled in-service free breathing power transformers, operating at 275 kV and 400 kV are explored and addressed to better interpret moisture results for more accurate ageing assessment of in-service transformers.

**Introduction**

Ageing of power transformers is one of the biggest challenges electrical utilities face. As transformers are commissioned, their insulation system comprising of liquid (oil) and solid (paper and pressboard) insulations will deteriorate over time, jeopardising longevity and reliability of transformers. As a mean for optimising capital expenditure without undermining the reliability of electricity supply, transformer ageing or condition assessment, has been a key practice for utilities. In most cases, it stems from interpreting the measurements of different parameters that can be tested from transformer oil. One such parameter is moisture in oil which is one of the most commonly measured parameter by the UK utilities [1].

Ingress of moisture from the atmosphere represents a source of moisture in free breathing transformers [2], but with the introduction of hermetically sealed transformers, or the implementation of silica gel dryers in free breathing transformers [3], the main source of moisture is from transformer insulation ageing. Oxidation, which is the primary ageing mechanism for the liquid insulation, typically mineral oil, will produce moisture particularly when hydroxyl radicals react with hydrocarbon molecules in the branching stage of oil oxidation [4-6]. As for the solid insulation, typically Kraft paper, initial oxidation and the subsequently dominant acid-catalysed hydrolysis will also produce moisture through the cleaving of inter-unit linkages in cellulose or hemicellulose [2],[7-10].

Moisture is deleterious to both liquid and solid insulations. It is well documented that moisture present in insulating oil distorts electric field distribution, increases the electrical conductivity of the oil, and ultimately decreases the breakdown voltage of the oil, indicating lower effectiveness of the oil as a dielectric [11-20]. As for the solid insulation, moisture which is both a product from and a trigger to acid catalysed hydrolysis thus further accelerates paper decomposition [2],[7-9],[21], undermining not just its dielectric strength [3],[22], but also more significantly its mechanical strength in terms of tensile, bursting and folding strengths [23-26].

Knowing that insulation ageing produces moisture and considering its detrimental effects,
moisture present in transformer insulation needs to be monitored. With appropriate control of moisture ingress from atmosphere, moisture could be a good transformer ageing indicator. In that context, moisture in oil is typically measured for in-service transformers. This is attributed to the relative ease of accessing transformer oil and the availability of equilibrium curves for relating the moisture in oil measurements to moisture in paper \cite{27,28}. Moisture in oil is customarily measured in laboratory using Karl Fischer (KF) titration. With measurements performed, subsequent action often involves interpreting measurement results into estimating transformer insulation condition. This is achieved via the reference to an international standard, such as IEC 60422 \cite{29}.

As can be interpreted from Table 1, oil temperature plays a role in the interpretation of moisture in oil measurements, more so considering that ambient temperature and loading level will change for in-service operating transformers. As a matter of fact, scattered nature of moisture measurements is seen from in-service transformers with oil temperature exerting an influence \cite{19,30-33}. Research has indicated that there is a commensurate increase in moisture content in oil with increasing oil temperature \cite{19,30,33}. Transformer oil which is relatively hydrophobic will start having a greater affinity to moisture and hence a greater moisture solubility with increasing temperature \cite{21,34}. With partitioning between oil and paper, the greater moisture solubility of the oil would mean moisture that has previously been residing in paper will migrate more from the paper to the oil, thereby increasing the moisture content in oil \cite{21}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEC 60422 Versions</th>
<th>Moisture (mg H\textsubscript{2}O/kg oil or ppm)</th>
<th>Voltage (kV)</th>
<th>Condition Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Value to be corrected to an equivalent value at 20 °C</td>
<td>&gt; 170</td>
<td>5 – 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.5 – 170</td>
<td>5 – 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 72.5</td>
<td>10 – 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Valid for transformer operating temperature, correction needed if oil temperature &gt; 70 °C</td>
<td>&gt; 170</td>
<td>15 – 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.5 – 170</td>
<td>20 – 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 72.5</td>
<td>30 – 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this article, the moisture in oil measurements particularly from a monthly perspective will be investigated with temperature influence due to different seasons particularly of interest. The measurements are from Kraft paper insulated, mineral oil filled in-service free breathing (with silica gel breathers) UK power transformers operating at primary voltages of 275 kV and 400 kV. Factors influencing the trend of moisture with months will be explored and addressed to better interpret moisture results for more accurate ageing assessment of in-service transformers.

**Monthly Moisture Measurements**

Figure 1 shows mean and standard deviation representation of the moisture results in ppm with respect to different months in a year. The entries numbers and transformers contributing to the plot are also shown. It can be seen that moisture measurements stayed lower in the first and the last few months of the year if compared with high moisture values generally recorded from June to August. Similar behaviour of moisture with respect to different months in a year was also detected in analysing in-service transformers operating at primary voltages of 33 kV and 132 kV in the UK but is not shown here to avoid repetition. As a matter of fact, this parabolic tendency was also observed for in-service transformers in the US and Slovenia \cite{36,37}.
Bottom Oil Temperature and Seasonal Influence

The parabolic tendency observed for monthly moisture measurements could be contributed by the variation in oil temperature. In Figure 2, the bottom oil temperature is shown for in-service transformers. Bottom oil temperature is analysed as oil samples are customarily obtained from the bottom drain valve of a transformer main tank. Note that not all the entries with moisture measurements have temperature records as observed from the lower number of entries if compared with that from Figure 1. Similarly to the parabolic tendency of monthly moisture measurements, bottom oil temperature does portray a parabolic tendency too, with high values in the months of June, July and August.

With reference to [38], the bottom oil temperature is expressed by

$$\theta_{\text{bottom}} = \theta_{\text{ambient}} + \theta_{\text{flbotr}} \left( \frac{L R_{\text{loss}} + 1}{R_{\text{loss}} + 1} \right)^n$$

(1)

where $\theta_{\text{ambient}}$ represents ambient temperature, $\theta_{\text{flbotr}}$ denotes full load bottom oil temperature rise over ambient temperature obtained from off-line testing, $L$ is the ratio of specified load to rated load (transformer loading level), $R_{\text{loss}}$ is the ratio of rated load loss to no-load loss and $n$ symbolises cooling state constant [38]. Note that $\theta_{\text{flbotr}}$, $R_{\text{loss}}$ and $n$ are constants. Thus, two remaining aspects contributing to bottom oil temperature are the ambient temperature and loading level. These two aspects will be subsequently investigated for understanding their respective significance in influencing the bottom oil temperature.
Focusing first on ambient temperature, Figure 3 illustrates the temperature profile for the city of Manchester, UK based on historical records from 1974 to 2012 [39]. Manchester is chosen as it is in the middle of the UK and perhaps could be more representative of the general UK profile. As for loading level, Figure 4 depicts a typical in-service transformer loading profile formed by evaluating half hourly actual loading records of a UK transmission transformer from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.

From Figure 3 and Figure 4, during winter spanning the early and end periods of the year, the ambient temperature is low, culminating in the need for heating and hence high loading of transformers. Conversely in summer, transformers are typically more lightly loaded due to low demand for heating. Extending to the bottom oil temperature profile in Figure 2, it essentially has the same shape albeit with higher values than the ambient temperature profile. The loading level seems to just affect the bottom oil temperature more during winter and it is the seasonal variation that imparts more a dominant effect. Having established ambient temperature or seasonal influence on the bottom oil temperature, it can be extended to moisture records in Figure 1 too since high bottom oil temperature coincides with high moisture measured. Thus, seasonal influence on moisture variation is identified.
Potential Confusion in the Interpretation of Moisture

The seasonal influence on moisture measurements could cause confusion or judgement error on the state of transformer insulation system. For instance, high moisture values detected in summer might falsely alert asset managers. This is demonstrated by Table 2 showing portions of moisture measurements of a UK in-service transformer, built in 1958, rated at 120 MVA and operating at 275 kV.

Table 2. Snippet of moisture measurements of a UK in-service transformer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling Date</th>
<th>Moisture (ppm)</th>
<th>Condition (IEC 60422: 2013)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14/04/1993</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/06/1993</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/10/1993</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/01/1995</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/05/1995</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/06/1995</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/09/1995</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/12/1995</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/01/2011</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/04/2011</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/07/2011</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/10/2011</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owing to the absence of oil temperature records, IEC 60422: 2013 instead of IEC 60422: 2005 was used for interpretation. In the early ageing stage, all measurements indicated a Good condition even though moisture changed from 11 ppm to 14 ppm before dropping back to 13 ppm in 1993 when the transformer was 35 years old. Inherent measurement fluctuations aside, the 14 ppm measured coincided with June which is one of the hottest months. Although there was a moisture increase, there was no change in interpreted condition throughout that single year as moisture stayed low during early ageing, all still below the Fair condition criterion.

As a transformer ages, more moisture is produced. In 1995, the transformer was still adjudged to be in a Good condition throughout the whole year except for June when it is hot. Moisture measurements of that year started with 11 ppm, increasing over time to a value of 19 ppm in June before decreasing as the season changed. The same parabolic tendency can be perceived again in 2011 where moisture measurement peaked at 24 ppm, indicating a Poor condition in July, different from the better conditions interpreted in other periods of the year.

The observation for late ageing moisture values suggests high possibility of judgement error on insulation condition as moisture of the insulation system would have already been high and any ambient temperature increase could cause higher moisture measured indicating an even poorer condition. From asset management perspective, it is less likely to see such a sudden condition change within the same year unless there is moisture ingress. It is known that oil at a higher temperature has greater moisture solubility. Thus, the higher moisture
could be related to a similar dielectric strength when the oil is at a lower temperature and having lower moisture.

**Temperature Incorporation for Moisture Interpretation**

The need for incorporating temperature in moisture interpretation, which can be done by analysing relative moisture content or relative humidity (RH), is clearly needed. This term is expressed in percentage (%) and is the ratio of absolute moisture content to moisture solubility (saturation level) of oil [21],[29]. In addition to oil type and oil condition, moisture solubility, \( W_{\text{solubility}} \), is a function of oil temperature and thus allows incorporation of temperature information [21],[29],[40]. This temperature dependent moisture solubility, as referred from IEC 60422 [29], is

\[
W_{\text{solubility}} = 10^{7.0895-1567/T_{\text{temperature}}}
\]

where \( T_{\text{temperature}} \) is the oil sampling temperature in Kelvin.

Consideration of only oil temperature for moisture solubility has actually the same effect as employing a correction factor which is a term also discussed in IEC 60422 [29]. Nonetheless, moisture solubility and hence RH is used in this study for temperature incorporation as the breakdown voltage behaviour is generally linked to RH variation. Figure 5 shows RH results of the in-service transformers that have been considered thus far and those having oil temperature records.

![Figure 5. Monthly RH and temperature revised moisture of in-service transformers.](image)

With oil temperature incorporated, the parabolic tendency previously evident across different months has been mitigated as perceived from Figure 5. If moisture in ppm is preferred, it can simply be calculated by multiplying the RH with moisture solubility at a set temperature, for instance, at room temperature (20 °C). This calculation has the same effect as the moisture correction discussed in IEC 60422:2005. The flatter trend of RH with months can also be observed from analysing online measurement data. Figure 6 shows 27203 online measurements of both oil temperature and RH for a particular in-service transformer fitted with an RH sensor, for 2012. As observed, oil temperature shows a parabolic tendency with months but RH stays arguably constant, more so given the smaller scale which ranges from 0 to 6 % RH. Hence, through temperature incorporation in terms of moisture interpretation, parabolic tendency or seasonal influence can be mitigated.
Breakdown Voltage Implication

As the breakdown voltage (BDV) is affected by moisture in oil, temperature incorporation could be extended to BDV too. This also stems from the concern that, just like moisture, BDV which is normally measured at room temperature might not truly indicate the dielectric strength of the oil at transformer operating temperatures [41],[42]. Figure 7 shows how BDV behaves with RH aggregated from different literatures. For ease of data aggregation and comparison, moisture used in all literatures was expressed in RH, whereas BDV was expressed in per unit by dividing each BDV in kilovolt (kV) by the highest BDV recorded [43]. Representation of BDV in per unit is to account for different electrode gap distances (1 – 2.5 mm) for BDV as reported in different sources [43].

![](image)

*Figure 7. Behaviour of per unit BDV with RH from various sources [11-15].*

The findings from literature showed that BDV reduction follows a similar trend with increase in RH. All the findings were then represented by the Boltzmann fitted curve to produce a generic BDV vs RH curve, with an adjusted R-square value of 0.9623. The Boltzmann equation used for fitting is as follows:
\[ BDV = BDV_{\text{min}} + \frac{BDV_{\text{max}} - BDV_{\text{min}}}{1 + \exp\left(-\frac{RH_{\text{midspan}} - RH}{RH_{\text{timeconstant}}}ight)} \] (3)

where \( BDV_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum BDV attainable, whereas \( BDV_{\text{min}} \) limits the lowest BDV at an extremely high RH. Values of 1.0 and 0.2 were selected for \( BDV_{\text{max}} \) and \( BDV_{\text{min}} \) respectively. A value of 52.4 was assigned to \( RH_{\text{midspan}} \) which denotes the RH value culminating in a BDV halfway between \( BDV_{\text{max}} \) and \( BDV_{\text{min}} \) and \( RH_{\text{timeconstant}} \) is analogous to a time constant and can be approximated by calculating the slope of the curve portion having an obvious change in BDV values [44]. This slope would then be equated with \((BDV_{\text{max}} - BDV_{\text{min}}) / (4*RH_{\text{timeconstant}})) \) for obtaining the estimated \( RH_{\text{timeconstant}} \) value [44], which is 14.8 in this case.

Essentially, BDV decreases with increasing RH. More specifically, BDV actually changes little during initial RH increase due to the even dissolution of water through hydrogen bonding with polar species in oil [18]. With increasing RH and with limited number of polar species in oil, water molecules will agglomerate to form water clusters or combine with particles; manifesting as weakest links that cause a faster decrease of BDV [18]. As moisture increases beyond the solubility limit, free water droplets appear, rendering a very low BDV [18],[45].

**In-service Moisture and Breakdown Voltage Example**

Table 3 shows an in-service transformer example for both moisture and BDV revisions [43]. This 1993 built UK in-service transformer is rated at 276 MVA and operating at 400 kV. The measured value of moisture was first converted into RH considering moisture solubility at room temperature of 55.5 ppm as evaluated from Equation (2). Once actual oil sampling temperature was considered, moisture solubility at 57 °C is 220.4 ppm, resulting in a RH of 9.7 % which means the oil is dry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oil Sampling Temperature of 57 °C</th>
<th>Moisture and Relative Humidity (RH)</th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>21.5 ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RH @ 20 °C</td>
<td>38.7 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RH @ 57 °C</td>
<td>9.7 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breakdown Voltage (BDV)</td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>57 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BDV @ 20 °C</td>
<td>0.57 pu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BDV @ 57 °C</td>
<td>0.76 pu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for BDV, the original measured value of 57 kV is simply expressed in terms of 0.57 pu by comparing it to the maximum BDV in the database (100 kV). In order to incorporate temperature into BDV interpretation, the RH change due to temperature consideration (green coloured range in Figure 8) is reflected into a change in BDV (orange coloured range in Figure 8). This BDV change is subsequently added to the original BDV, resulting in a revised BDV of 0.76 pu, which insinuates a higher dielectric strength than initially thought.
Discussion

Analysis of oil test databases pertaining to in-service transformers revealed seasonal influence on moisture measurements. It is potentially beneficial for other countries to be more cognisant of their respective seasonal profiles and try to address any possible moisture value fluctuations due to sampling at different months in a year. Taking the USA as an example, its seasonal profile resembles that of the UK, but with greater difference between the temperatures experienced in summer and in winter. A bigger difference in magnitude for moisture measured in summer and in winter can then be envisaged. Extending the concept to other countries like Australia, winter coincides with summer in the UK. Hence, an inverted parabolic tendency for monthly moisture measurements can be expected if compared with that of the UK. For tropical countries with relatively constant ambient temperature throughout a year, moisture might not exhibit any parabolic tendency but it is still advisable to incorporate temperature into interpreting moisture and BDV considering different loading levels.

Extending from seasonal influence, oil temperature is seen to impart a direct influence on moisture and an indirect influence on BDV. As seen from Table 3, through incorporating oil temperature, the condition of the oil is not as bad as initially interpreted. The need for oil temperature has actually been discussed in the past and recent versions of IEC 60422 [29],[35],[46],[47]. Particularly in IEC 60422:2005, moisture interpretation was stipulated based on measurements corrected to a reference temperature [35]. However, this practice has not been prevalent, at least not from most of the UK utility databases studied. Interestingly in the latest version IEC 60422:2013, interpretation based on corrected moisture values was discontinued perhaps considering the lack of oil temperature records in the field. Instead moisture interpretation is to be based on original measurements and only valid for transformer operating temperatures [29]. This appears to be a relaxation on the need for oil temperature, but knowing transformer operating temperatures vary according to load and ambient temperature (seasonal influence); oil temperature records could still be required for interpreting moisture and BDV.

The proposed moisture interpretation in terms of RH by incorporating temperature could be useful. With capacitive or resistive solid state RH sensors readily available, the direct records of RH can be achieved. By considering moisture solubility curve, absolute moisture values in ppm are then calculated and displayed together with the direct RH measurements. Nevertheless, with different moisture solubility curves for different oil types and different oil
conditions, the RH sensor accuracy in predicting absolute moisture is still an ongoing debate. Considering current condition interpretation that is based on absolute moisture, the implementation of RH sensors could be more welcome if interpretation based on RH values could also be referred to.

Besides moisture measurements, BDV measured in a laboratory setting may need temperature incorporation into interpretation as well. Interestingly, there have recently been ideas on the possibility of heating the oil up to a temperature as recorded from a particular in-service transformer before testing for BDV; all considering unchanged oil condition like moisture level before and after the heating. Currently, with large databases of historical moisture and BDV records, BDV can be revised by converting a change in RH into a change in BDV; provided sampling temperature information is available. A limitation to such an approach is that BDV is not solely affected by moisture in oil, but also other factors like particles and acidity [11],[16]. Hence, a possible improvement could be to incorporate the influence of other factors into deriving a more representative BDV.

**Conclusion**

Transformer condition assessment is imperative for evaluating transformer usability. One of the most prevalently tested parameters is moisture in oil. By analysing UK in-service transformers, inherent moisture fluctuations could be caused by ambient temperature (seasonal) variation throughout the year and this could be mitigated by incorporating temperature into better interpreting moisture results. This temperature revised moisture can also be used for revising breakdown voltage measurements through the use of a generic relationship between breakdown voltage and relative humidity. Through the demonstrations in this paper, it is hoped that the record of oil temperature and its subsequent use in interpretation of both moisture and breakdown voltage measurements are to be fostered more widely among utilities for accurate transformer ageing assessment.
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